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Abstract
We study the problem of maximizing sum rates in Gaussian interference-
limited channels. We show that this maximum problem can be restated as a
maximization problem of a convex function on a closed convex set. We suggest
three algorithms to ¯nd the exact and approximate values of the optimal rates.
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1 Introduction
Power control is used in cellular and ad-hoc networks to provide a high signal-to-
noise (SNR) ratio for a reliable connection. A higher SNR also allows a wireless
system that uses link adaptation to transmit at a higher data rate, thus leading
to a greater spectral e±ciency. Transmission rate adaptation by power control
is an active research area in communication networks that can be used for both
interference management and utility maximization [17].
The motivation of this work comes from maximizing sum rate, (data through-
put), in wireless communications. Due to the broadcast nature of radio transmission,
data rates in a wireless network are a®ected by interference. This is particularly
true in Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems, where users transmit at
the same time over the same frequency bands and their spreading codes are not per-
fectly orthogonal. Transmit power control is often used to control signal interference
to maximize the total transmission rates of all users.
Obtaining the optimal transmit power control scheme, that maximizes total
throughput, requires solving a nonconvex problem. Hence, it is hard to obtain
optimal solutions [18, 5, 7, 13, 22, 4]. In this paper we show that we can convert
the problem of maximizing sum rate to a problem of maximizing a convex function
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1on a closed unbounded convex set. This approach leads to some new algorithms for
¯nding the exact and approximate solutions to the maximum problem.
We now state brie°y the maximal problem. (See x2 for all de¯nitions, notations
and motivations.) Let F = [fij]L
i=j=1;v = (v1;:::;vL)> be an L £ L matrix, with
zero diagonal and positive o® diagonal elements, and a positive vector, respectively.
De¯ne the following transformation °(p) = (°1(p);:::;°L(p))> from the set of
nonnegative vectors p 2 RL
+ to itself:
°l(p) =
pl
PL
m=1 flmpm + vl
; for l = 1;:::;L; where p = (p1;:::;pl) ¸ 0:
Let ¹ p = (¹ p1;:::; ¹ pL)> be a given positive vector. For a given probability vector
w = (w1;:::;wL)>, let
©w(°) :=
L X
i=1
wi log(1 + °i); where w;° 2 RL
+: (1.1)
Then the sum rate maximization problem in interference-limited channels is
max0·p·¹ p ©(°(p)). The exact solution to this problem is known to be NP-complete
[14].
For any vector ~ ° = (~ °1;:::; ~ °L)> 2 RL let e~ ° = (e~ °1;:::;e~ °L)>. The purpose
of this paper to show that the sum rate maximization problem equivalent to the
maximization problem of the convex function ©w(e~ °), where ~ ° varies on a closed
unbounded convex domain D(fFg ½ RL). (See (4.6).) Note that this formulations
shows that we can not expect, in general, that a maximal solution p? is unique.
We show how to approximate this domain by a convex polytope D(³1;:::;³M;K),
formed mainly by the supporting hyperplanes of D(fFg). This approximation is
obtained by using the Friedland-Karlin inequality stated in [8]. Hence, it is easier
to ¯nd the maximum ©(e~ °) on D(³1;:::;³M;K), than on D(fFg). Finally we
approximate the function ©(e~ °) by the linear function w>~ ° =
PL
l=1 wl~ °l. Then the
maximum of w>~ ° on D(³1;:::;³M;K) is a linear programming problem, which can
be solved in polynomial time using the ellipsoid algorithm [10].
It is also possible to generalize our work to ¯nd application to optimal spectrum
management in DSL broadband access systems with interference-limited perfor-
mance across the tones when users share a cable binder [14, 22].
We survey brie°y the contents of the paper. In x2 we state de¯nitions, notations
and a short motivation. We give a characterization of the image of the multidimen-
sional box [0; ¹ p] ½ RL
+ by the map °, in terms of certain inequalities of the spectral
radii of corresponding nonnegative matrices. In x3 we study the sum rate maxi-
mization problem. We give necessary and su±cient conditions for an extremal point
p 2 [0; ¹ p] of ©w(°(p)) to be a local maximum. In x4 we study several relaxation
versions of the sum rate maximization problem. These relaxation version are simpler
than the original maximal problem. When replacing the maximal function ©w by
the linear function w>~ °, we have a closed-form solution under certain conditions on
w. This solution is obtained by using the Friedland-Karlin inequality stated in [8].
In x5 we give three algorithms to solve the sum rate maximization problem and its
two other approximation versions described above. In x6, viewed as an appendix,
we restate some useful results for [8] and give several applications and extensions,
which are needed in this paper.
22 Notations and preliminary results
As usual, let Rm£n ¾ Rm£n
+ denote the set of m £ n matrices and its subset of
nonnegative matrices. For A;B 2 Rm£n, we denote A · B if B ¡ A 2 Rm£n
+ .
We denote A  B;A < B if B ¡ A is a nonzero nonnegative and positive matrix,
respectively. We denote the entries of a matrix A 2 Rm£n by the small letters, i.e
A = [aij]
m;n
i;j=1. Identify Rm = Rm£1;Rm
+ = Rm£1
+ .
A column vector is denoted by the bold letter x = (x1;:::;xm)> 2 Rm. Then
ex := (ex1;:::;exm)>. For x > 0, we let x¡1 := ( 1
x1;:::; 1
xm)> and logx =
(logx1;:::;logxL)>. For any x = (x1;:::;xL)> 2 RL, we let ex = (ex1;:::;exL)>.
Let x±y denote the Schur product of the vectors x and y, i.e., x±y = [x1y1;:::;xLyL]T.
Let 1 = (1;:::;1)> 2 RL. For p · ¹ p 2 RL, denote by [p; ¹ p] the set of all x 2 RL
satisfying p · x · ¹ p. For a vector y = (y1;:::;yL)>, denote by diag(y) the diago-
nal matrix diag(y1;:::;yL). We also let (By)l denote the lth element of By. The
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of a nonnegative matrix F is denoted as ½(F), and the
Perron (right) and left eigenvector of F associated with ½(F) are denoted by x(F)
and y(F) (or simply x and y when the context is clear) respectively. Assume that
F is a nonnegative irreducible matrix. Then x(F);y(F) > 0. We will assume the
normalization: x(F) ± y(F) is a probability vector. The super-script (¢)
>
denotes
transpose. For a positive integer n, denote by hni the set f1;:::;ng. Let P : X ! Y
be a mapping from the space X to the space Y . For a subset Z ½ X, we denote by
P(Z) the image of the set Z.
Consider a wireless network, e.g., cellular network, with L logical transmit-
ter/receiver pairs. Transmit powers are denoted as p1;:::;pL. In the cellular uplink
case, all logical receivers may reside in the same physical receiver, i.e., the base
station. Let G = [gij]L
i;j=1 > 0L£L representing the channel gain, where gij is the
channel gain from the jth transmitter to the ith receiver, and n = (n1;:::;nL)> > 0,
where nl is the noise power for the lth receiver be given. The Signal-to-Interference
Ratio (SIR) for the lth receiver is denoted by °l.
For p = (p1;:::;pL)> ¸ 0, we de¯ne the following transformation: p 7! °(p),
where
°l(p) :=
gllpl P
j6=l gljpj + nl
; l = 1;:::;L; °(p) = (°1(p);:::;°L(p))>: (2.1)
De¯ne
F = [fij]L
i;j=1; where fij =
½
0; if i = j
gij
gii; if i 6= j (2.2)
and
g = (g11;:::;gLL)>; n = (n1;:::;nL)>;v =
µ
n1
g11
;
n2
g22
;:::;
nL
gLL
¶>
: (2.3)
Then
°(p) = p ± (Fp + v)¡1: (2.4)
Claim 2.1 Let p ¸ 0 be a nonnegative vector. Assume that °(p) is de¯ned by
(2.1). Then ½(diag(°(p))F) < 1, where F is de¯ned by (2.2). Hence, for ° = °(p),
p = P(°) := (I ¡ diag(°)F)¡1 diag(°)v: (2.5)
3Vice versa, if ° is in the set
¡ := f° ¸ 0; ½(diag(°)F) < 1g; (2.6)
then the vector p de¯ned by (2.5) is nonnegative. Furthermore, °(P(p)) = °. That
is, ° : RL
+ ! ¡, and P : ¡ ! RL
+ are inverse mappings.
Proof. Observe that (2.1) is equivalent to the equality
p = diag(°)Fp + diag(°)v: (2.7)
Assume ¯rst that p is a positive vector, i.e., p > 0. Hence, °(p) > 0. Since all o®-
diagonal entries of F are positive it follows that the matrix diag(°)F is irreducible.
As v > 0, we deduce that maxi2[1;n]
(diag(°)Fp)i
pi < 1. The minmax characterization
of Wielandt of ½(diag(°)F), [21] and [9, (38), pp.64], implies ½(diag(°)F) < 1.
Hence, °(p) 2 ¡. Assume now that p ¸ 0. Note that pi > 0 () °i(p) > 0. So
p = 0 () °(p) = 0. Clearly, ½(°(0)F) = ½(0L£L) = 0 < 1. Assume now that
p  0. Let A = fi : pi > 0g. Denote °(p)(A) the vector composed of positive
entries of °(p). Let F(A) be the principal submatrix of F with rows and columns in
A. It is straightforward to see that ½(diag(°(p))F) = ½(diag(°(p)(A)F(A)). The
arguments above imply that
½(diag(°(p))F) = ½(diag(°(p)(A)F(A)) < 1:
Assume now that ° 2 ¡. Then
(I ¡ diag(°)F)¡1 =
1 X
k=0
(diag(°)F)k ¸ 0L£L: (2.8)
Hence, P(°) ¸ 0. The de¯nition of P(°) implies that °(P(°)) = °. 2
Claim 2.2 The set ¡ ½ RL
+ is monotonic with respect to the order ¸. That is
if ° 2 ¡ and ° ¸ ¯ ¸ 0 then ¯ 2 ¡. Furthermore, the function P(°) is monotone
on ¡.
P(°) ¸ P(¯) if ° 2 ¡ and ° ¸ ¯ ¸ 0: (2.9)
Equality holds if and only if ° = ¯.
Proof. Clearly, if ° ¸ ¯ ¸ 0 then diag(°)F ¸ diag(¯)F which implies ½(diag(°)F) ¸
½(diag(¯)F). Hence, ¡ is monotonic. Use the Neumann expansion (2.8) to deduce
the monotonicity of P. The equality case is straightforward. 2
Note that °(p) is not monotonic in p. Indeed, if one increases only the ith
coordinate of p, then one increases the ith coordinate of °(p) and decreases all
other coordinates of °(p).
As usual, let ei = (±i1;:::;±iL)>; i = 1;:::;L be the standard basis in RL. In
what follows, we need the following result.
4Theorem 2.3 Let l 2 [1;L] be an integer and a > 0. Denote [0;a]l £ RL¡1
+
the set of all p = (p1;:::;pL)> 2 RL
+ satisfying pl · a. Then the image of the set
[0;a]l £ RL¡1
+ by the map ° (2.1), is given by
½(diag(°)(F +
1
a
ve>
l )) · 1; 0 · °: (2.10)
Furthermore, p = (p1;:::;pL) 2 RL
+ satis¯es the condition pl = a if and only if
° = °(p) satis¯es
½(diag(°)(F +
1
a
ve>
l )) = 1: (2.11)
Proof. Suppose that ° satis¯es (2.10). We claim that ° 2 ¡. Suppose ¯rst that
° > 0. Then diag(°)(F +t1ve>
l )  diag(°)(F +t2ve>
l ) for any t1 < t2. [9, Lemma
2, x2, Ch. XIII] yields
½(diag(°)F) < ½(diag(°)(F + t1ve>
l )) < ½(diag(°)(F + t2ve>
l )) < (2.12)
½(diag(°)(F +
1
a
ve>
l )) · 1 for 0 < t1 < t2 <
1
a
:
Thus ° 2 ¡. Combine the above argument with the arguments of the proof of Claim
2.1 to deduce that ° 2 ¡ for ° ¸ 0.
We now show that P(°)l · a. The continuity of P implies that it is enough
to consider the case ° > 0. Combine the Perron-Frobenius theorem with (2.12) to
deduce
0 < det(I ¡ diag(°)(F + tve>
l )) for t 2 [0;a¡1): (2.13)
We now expand the right-hand side of the above inequality. Let B = xy> 2 RL£L
be a rank one matrix. Then B has L¡1 zero eigenvalues and one eigenvalue equal to
y>x. Hence, I¡xy> has L¡1 eigenvalues equal to 1 and one eigenvalue is (1¡y>x).
Therefore, det(I ¡ xy>) = 1 ¡ y>x. Since ° 2 ¡ we get that (I ¡ diag(°)F) is
invertible. Thus, for any t 2 R
det(I ¡ diag(°)(F + tve>
l )) =
det(I ¡ diag(°)F)det(I ¡ t((I ¡ diag(°)F)¡1 diag(°)v)e>
l ) (2.14)
det(I ¡ diag(°)F)(1 ¡ te>
l (I ¡ diag(°)F)¡1 diag(°)v):
Combine (2.13) with the above identity to deduce
1 > te>
l (I ¡ diag(°)F)¡1 diag(°)v = tP(°)l for t 2 [0;a¡1): (2.15)
Letting t % a¡1, we deduce that P(°)l · a. Hence, the set of ° de¯ned by (2.10)
is a subset of °([0;a]l £ RL¡1
+ ).
Let p 2 [0;a]l £ RL¡1
+ and denote ° = °(p). We show that ° satis¯es (2.10).
Claim 2.1 implies that ½(diag(°)F) < 1. Since p = P(°) and pl · a we deduce
(2.15). Use (2.14) to deduce (2.13). As ½(diag(°)F) < 1, the inequality (2.13)
implies that ½(diag(°)F + tv>el) < 1 for t 2 (0;a¡1). Hence, (2.10) holds.
It is left to show the condition (2.11) holds if and only if P(°)l = a. Assume that
p = (p1;:::;pL)> 2 RL
+; pl = a and let ° = °(p). We claim that equality holds in
(2.10). Assume to the contrary that ½(diag(°)(F + 1
ave>
l )) < 1. Then, there exists
¯ > ° such that ½(diag(¯)(F + 1
ave>
l )) < 1. Since P is monotonic P(¯)l > pl = a.
5On the other hand, since ¯ satis¯es (2.10), we deduce that P(¯)l · a. This contra-
diction yields (2.11). Similarly, if ° ¸ 0 and (2.11) then P(°)l = a. 2
Corollary 2.4 Let ¹ p = (¹ p1;:::; ¹ pL)> > 0 be a given positive vector. Then
°([0; ¹ p]), the image of the set [0; ¹ p] by the map ° (2.1), is given by
½
µ
diag(°)
µ
F +
1
¹ pl
ve>
l
¶¶
· 1; for l = 1;:::;L; and ° 2 RL
+: (2.16)
In particular, any ° 2 RL
+ satisfying the conditions (2.16) satis¯es the inequalities
° · ¹ ° = (¹ °1;:::; ¹ °L)>; where ¹ °l =
¹ pl
vl
; i = 1;:::;L: (2.17)
Proof. Theorem 2.3 yields that °([0; ¹ p]) is given by (2.16). (2.4) yields
°l(p) =
pl
((Fp)l + vl)
·
pl
vl
·
¹ pl
vl
for p 2 [0; ¹ p]:
Note that equality holds for p = ¹ plel. 2
3 The sum rate maximization problem
Let w = (w1;:::;wL)> ¸ 0 be a given probability vector. Assuming a singe-user
decoder at each user, i.e., treating interference as noise, we can use the Shannon
capacity formula for the attainable data rate. Then the problem of maximizing sum
rate in wireless communication can be stated as the following maximum problem
max
0·p·¹ p
L X
l=1
wl log(1 + °l(p)): (3.1)
Lemma 3.1 Let w be a probability vector, and assume that p? = (p?
1;:::;p?
L)>
is a maximal solution to (3.1). Then p?
i = ¹ pi for some i. Furthermore if wj = 0
then p?
j = 0.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that p? < ¹ p. Let °? = °(p?). Since P is
continuous on ¡, there exists ° 2 ¡ such that ° > °? such that P(°) < ¹ p. Clearly,
©w(°(p?)) < ©w(°). As ° = °(P(°)), we deduce that p? is not a maximal solution
to (3.1), contrary to our assumptions.
Suppose that wj = 0. For p = (p1;:::;pL)>, let pj be obtained from p by
replacing the jth coordinate in p by 0. Assume that pj > 0. Then °i(p) < °i(pj)
for i 6= j. Since wj = 0, it follows that ©w(°(p)) < ©w(°(pj)). 2
Combine the above lemma with Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 to deduce an
alternative formulation of (3.1).
6Theorem 3.2 The maximum problem (3.1) is equivalent to the maximum prob-
lem.
maximize
P
l wl log(1 + °l)
subject to ½(diag(°)(F + (1=¹ pl)ve>
l )) · 1 8l 2 hLi;
variables: °l; 8l:
(3.2)
°? is a maximal solution of the above problem if and only if P(°?) is a maximal
solution p? of the problem (3.1). In particular, any maximal solution °? satis¯es
the equality (2.16) for some integer l 2 [1;L].
We now give the following simple necessary conditions for a maximal solution
p? of (3.1). We ¯rst need the following result, which is obtained by straightforward
di®erentiation.
Lemma 3.3 Denote by
r©w(°) =
µ
w1
1 + °1
;:::;
wL
1 + °L
¶>
= w ± (1 + °)¡1
the gradient of ©w. Let °(p) be de¯ned as in (2.1). Then H(p) = [
@°i
@pj]L
i=j=1, the
Hessian matrix of °(p), is given by
H(p) = diag((Fp + v)¡1)(¡diag(°(p))F + I):
In particular,
rp©w(°(p)) = H(p)>r©w(°(p)):
Corollary 3.4 Let p? = (p?
1;:::;p?
L)> be a maximal solution to the problem
(3.1). Divide the set hLi = f1;:::;Lg to the following three disjoint sets Smax;Sin;S0:
Smax = fi 2 hLi; p?
i = ¹ pig; Sin = fi 2 hLi; p?
i 2 (0; ¹ pi)g; S0 = fi 2 hLi; p?
i = 0g:
Then the following conditions hold.
(H(p?)>r©w(°(p?)))i ¸ 0 for i 2 Smax;
(H(p?)>r©w(°(p?)))i = 0 for i 2 Sin; (3.3)
(H(p?)>r©w(°(p?)))i · 0 for i 2 S0
Proof. Assume that p?
i = ¹ pi. Then @
@pi©w(°(p))(p?) ¸ 0. Assume that 0 <
p?
i < ¹ pi. Then @
@pi©w(°(p))(p?) = 0. Assume that p?
i = 0. Then @
@pi©w(°(p))(p?) ·
0. 2
We now show that the maximum problem (3.2) can be restated as the maximum
problem of convex function on a closed unbounded domain. For ° = (°1;:::;°L)> >
0 let ~ ° = log°, i.e. ° = e~ °. Recall that for a nonnegative irreducible matrix
B 2 RL£L
+ log½(exB) is a convex function [11]. Furthermore, log(1 + et) is a strict
convex function in t 2 R. Hence, the maximum problem (3.2) is equivalent to the
problem
maximize
P
l wl log(1 + e~ °l)
subject to log½(diag(e~ °)(F + (1=¹ pl)ve>
l )) · 0 8l 2 hLi;
variables: ~ ° = (~ °1;:::; ~ °n)> 2 RL:
(3.4)
7The unboundedness of the convex set in (3.4) is due to the identity 0 = e¡1. In
view of Lemma 3.1, it is enough to consider the maximal problem (3.1) in the case
where w > 0.
Theorem 3.5 Let w > 0 be a probability vector. Consider the maximum prob-
lem (3.1). Then any point 0 · p? · ¹ p satisfying the conditions (3.3) is a local
maximum.
Proof. Since w > 0, ©w(e~ °) is a strict convex function in ~ ° 2 RL. Hence, the
maximum of (3.4) is achieved exactly on the extreme points of the closed unbounded
set speci¯ed in (3.4). (It may happen that some coordinate of the extreme point are
¡1.) Translating this observation to the maximal problem (3.1), we deduce the
theorem. 2
We now give simple lower and upper bounds on the value of (3.1).
Lemma 3.6 Consider the maximal problem (3.1). Let Bl = (F + (1=¹ pl)ve>
l ))
for l = 1;:::;L. Denote R = maxl2hLi ½(Bl). Let ¹ ° be de¯ned by (2.17). Then
©w((1=R)1) · max
p2[0;¹ p]
©w(°(p) · ©w(¹ °):
Proof. By Corollary 2.4, °(p) · ¹ ° for p 2 [0; ¹ p]. Hence, the upper bounds
holds. Clearly, for ° = (1=R)1, we have that ½(diag(°)Bl) · 1 for l 2 hLi. Then,
from Theorem 3.2, ©w((1=R)1) yields the lower bound. Equality is achieved in the
lower bound when p? = tx(Bi), where i = argmaxl2hLi ½(Bl), for some t > 0. 2
4 Relaxations of the maximal problem
In this section, we study several relaxed versions of (3.2), which will be used later
to construct algorithms to solve (3.1).
From the de¯nition of °(p), we deduce that
pl = °l(p)
0
@nl
gll
+
X
j6=l
glj
gll
pj
1
A: (4.1)
De¯ne
~ F = [ ~ flj]L
l;j=1; ~ fll =
nl
gll¹ pl
; ~ flj =
glj
gll
for j 6= l; l = 1;:::;L: (4.2)
Lemma 4.1 Let 0 · p · ¹ p. Assume that °(p) and ~ F are de¯ned by (2.1) and
(4.2), respectively. Then
p ¸ diag(°(p)) ~ Fp; (4.3)
and
½(diag(°(p)) ~ F) · 1: (4.4)
8Proof. The assumption that 0 · pl · ¹ pl implies that
nl
gll ¸ ~ fllpl. Then using
(4.1), the de¯nition of ~ F and the above observation implies (4.3). The inequality
(4.4) is a consequence of Wielandt's characterization of the spectral radius of an
irreducible matrix [9]. Indeed, if p > 0, i.e. all the coordinates of p are posi-
tive, then °(p) > 0. Hence, diag(°(p))) ~ F is a positive matrix. Then Wielandt's
characterizations claims
½(diag(°(p)) ~ F) · max
l=1;:::;L
(diag(°(p)) ~ Fp)l
pl
· 1:
Observe next that if pl = 0, then °(p)l = 0. So if some of pl = 0, then ½(diag(°(p)) ~ F)
is the spectral radius of the maximal positive submatrix of diag(°(p)) ~ F. Apply to
this positive submatrix Wielandt's characterization to deduce (4.4). 2
Lemma 4.2 The maximum
max
°2RL
+;½(diag(°) ~ F)·1
©w(°) (4.5)
is not less than the maximum of the problem (3.1).
Proof. In view of (4.4), we see that the maximum in (4.5) is on a bigger set
than the maximum in (3.1). 2
By considering a change of variable in the constraint set of (4.5), we de¯ne the
following set:
D( ~ F) = f~ ° 2 RL; log½(diag(e~ °) ~ F) · 0g; (4.6)
which is convex in RL.
Corollary 4.3 We have ½(diag(°0) ~ F) = 1 in (4.5), where °0 solves (4.5) opti-
mally.
Lemma 4.4 If p? = ¹ p or p? is such that p?
l = 0 for some l and p?
j = ¹ pj for
j 6= l, then
½(diag(°(p?)) ~ F) = 1: (4.7)
Proof. The de¯nition of ~ F implies (4.7) for p? = ¹ p. Assume now that p?
l = 0
for some l. Then °l(p?) = 0 for some l. Then, the lth row of diag(°(p?)) ~ F is zero.
Let F1 be the submatrix of F obtained by deleting the lth row and column. Let °1
be the vector obtained from ° by deleting the lth coordinate. Hence, the character-
istic polynomial of diag(°)F, det(xI ¡diag(°)F, is equal to xdet(xI ¡diag(°1)F1).
Therefore, ½(diag(°)F) = ½(diag(°1)F1). Continuing in this manner, we deduce the
lemma. 2
Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 imply that if the optimizer of (4.5) °0 satis¯es
P(°0) ¹ ¹ p, then P(°0) is also the global optimizer of (3.1).
We now state a stronger relaxation problem than (4.5). Consider the transfor-
mation °(p;n) given in (2.1) as a function of p and the noise n > 0. Clearly,
9°(p;n1)  °(p;n2) for any n2  n1 > 0 and p ¸ 0. Hence, it would be useful to
consider the limiting case ±(p) := °(p;0):
¯l(p) :=
gllpl P
j6=l gljpj
; l = 1;:::;L; ¯(p) = (¯1(p);:::;¯L(p))>;p  0: (4.8)
Hence, ¯(p) can be viewed as communication in noiseless channels [1]. Another
way to look at the noiseless channels is to allow channels with unlimited power p,
i.e. ¹ pi = 1;i = 1;:::;L. This remark is implied by the identity
°(tp;n) = °(p;
1
t
n) for any t > 0:
Denote by ¦L = fp 2 RL
+; 1>p = 1g the set of probability vectors in RL
+. Since
¯(p) = ¯(tp) for any t > 0, we deduce
sup
p2RL
+nf0g
©w(¯(p)) = max
p2¦L
©w(¯(p)): (4.9)
Clearly, the maximum in (4.9) is greater than the maximum in (3.1).
Note that the de¯nition of F given by (2.2) implies that
diag(¯(p))Fp = p; and ½(diag(¯(p))F) = 1 for any p  0: (4.10)
Hence, the maximum (4.9) is equal to
max
¯2RL
+;½(diag(¯)F)·1
©w(¯) = max
¯2RL
+;½(diag(¯)F)=1
©w(¯): (4.11)
Since F  ~ F and ~ F is positive, it follows that ½(diag(°)F) < ½(diag(°) ~ F) for any
°  0 [9]. Hence, the maximum in (4.11) is greater than the maximum in (4.5).
Since it is generally di±cult to determine precisely the spectral radius of a given
matrix [20], the relaxed problems given by (4.5) and (4.11) enables one to ¯nd an
upper bound to (3.1) quickly when L is fairly large.
We next modify the function ©w(e~ °) appearing in (5.4). Consider the function
log(1+ex). If ex is relatively small, then log(1+ex) is close to zero. If ex is assumed
to be bigger than 1, then log(1 + ex) ¼ logex = x. Hence, it is reasonable to
approximate log(1 + ex) by x (Note that log(1 + ex) > x).
Theorem 4.5 Let w = (w1;:::;wL)> be a positive probability vector. Then
max
°=(°1;:::;°L)>>0;½(diag(°) ~ F)·1
L X
l=1
wl log°l =
L X
l=1
wl log°?
l ; (4.12)
where °? = (°?
1;:::;°?
L)> > 0 is the unique vector satisfying the following condi-
tions. Let A? = diag(°?) ~ F. Then ½(A?) = 1 and x(A?) ± y(A?) = w.
Proof. In the maximum problem (4.12), it is enough to consider ° > 0 such
that ½(diag(°) ~ F) = 1. Then each of such ° is of the form p ± (Fp)¡1, for some
0 < z (= x(diag(°) ~ F) in Theorem 6.3. Use Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 6.6 to de-
duce the theorem. 2
Combining Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 6.9 we deduce the following result.
10Theorem 4.6 Let w = (w1;:::;wL)> be a positive probability vector satisfying
the conditions (6.6). Let ^ F be either equal to F or to F+(1=¹ pl)ve>
l for some l 2 hLi,
respectively. Then
max
°=(°1;:::;°L)>>0;½(diag(°) ^ F)·1
L X
l=1
wl log°l =
L X
l=1
wl log°?
l ; (4.13)
where °? = (°?
1;:::;°?
L)> > 0 is a vector satisfying the following conditions. Let
A? = diag(°?) ^ F. Then ½(A?) = 1 and x(A?) ± y(A?) = w.
Note that the choice ^ F = F + (1=¹ pl)ve>
l applies, if we assume that the optimal
solution p? = (p?
1;:::;p?
L)> of the maximal problem (3.1) satis¯es p?
l = ¹ pl and
p?
j < ¹ pj for j 6= l.
The above last two theorems enable us to choose w for which we know the
solution to the maximal problems (4.12) and (4.13). Namely, choose ¯1;¯2 > 0
such that A1 = diag(¯1) ~ F;A2 = diag(¯2) ^ F have spectral radius one. Let wi =
x(Ai) ± y(Ai) for i = 1;2. Then for w1, (4.12) has the unique maximal solution
°? = ¯1. For w2, (4.13) has a maximal solution °? = ¯2. Note that in view of
Theorem 6.3, w2 does not have to satisfy the conditions (6.6).
5 Algorithms for sum rate maximization
In this section, we outline three algorithms for ¯nding and estimating the maximal
sum rates. In view of Lemma 3.1, it is enough to consider the maximal problem
(3.1) in the case where w > 0. Theorem 3.5 gives rise to the following algorithm,
which is the gradient algorithm in the variable p in the compact polyhedron [0; ¹ p].
Algorithm 5.1
1. Choose p0 2 [0; ¹ p]:
(a) Either at random;
(b) or p0 = ¹ p.
2. Given pk = (p1;k;:::;pL;k)> 2 [0; ¹ p] for k ¸ 0, compute a = (a1;:::;aL)> =
rp©w(°(pk)). If a satis¯es the conditions (3.3) for p? = pk, then pk is the
output. Otherwise let b = (b1;:::;bL)> be de¯ned as follows.
(a) bi = 0 if pi;k = 0 and ai < 0;
(b) bi = 0 if pi;k = ¹ pi and ai > 0;
(c) bi = ai if 0 < pi < ¹ pi.
Then pk+1 = pk +tkb, where tk > 0 satis¯es the conditions pk+1 2 [0; ¹ p] and
©w(°(pk + tkbk)) increases on the interval [0;tk].
The problem with the gradient method, and its variations as a conjugate gradient
method is that it is hard to choose the optimal value of tk in each step, e.g. [2]. We
now use the reformulation of the maximal problem given by (3.4). Since w > 0,
11the function ©w(e~ °) is strictly convex. Thus, the maximum is achieved only on the
boundary of the convex set
D(fFg) = f~ ° 2 RL; log½(diag(e~ °)(F + (1=¹ pl)ve>
l )) · 0; 8 lg: (5.1)
If one wants to use numerical methods and software for ¯nding the maximum
value of convex functions on bounded closed convex sets , e.g., [15], then one needs
to consider the maximization problem (3.4) with additional constraints:
D(fFg;K) = f~ ° 2 D(fFg); ~ ° ¸ ¡K1g: (5.2)
for a suitable K À 1. Note that the above closed set is compact and convex. The
following lemma gives the description of the set D(fFg;K).
Lemma 5.2 Let ¹ p > 0 be given and let R be de¯ned as in Lemma 3.6. As-
sume that K > logR. Let p = P(e¡K1) = (eKI ¡ F)¡1v. Then D(fFg;K) µ
log°([p; ¹ p]).
Proof. From the de¯nition of K, we have that eK > R. Hence, ½(e¡KBl) < 1 for
l = 1;:::;L. Thus ¡K1 2 D(fFg). Let ° = e¡K1. Assume that ~ ° 2 D(fFg;K).
Then ~ ° ¸ ¡K1. Hence, ° = e~ ° ¸ °. Since ½(diag(°)F) < 1, Claim 2.2 yields
that p = P(°) ¸ P(°) = p, where P is de¯ned by (2.5). The inequality P(°) · ¹ p
follows from Corollary 2.4. 2
Thus, we can apply the numerical methods to ¯nd the maximum of the strictly
convex function ©w(e~ °) on the closed bounded set D(fFg;K), e.g. [15]. In par-
ticular, we can use the gradient method. It takes the given boundary point ~ °k to
another boundary point of ~ °k+1 2 D(fFg;K), in the direction induced by the gra-
dient of ©w(e~ °). However, the complicated boundary of D(fFg;K) will make any
algorithm expensive.
Furthermore, even though the constraint set in (3.2) can be transformed into a
strict convex set, it is in general di±cult to determine precisely the spectral radius
of a given matrix [20]. To make the problem simpler and to enable fast algorithms,
we approximate the convex set D(fFg;K) by a bigger polyhedral convex sets as
follows. Choose a ¯nite number of points ³1;:::;³M on the boundary of D(fFg),
which preferably lie in D(fFg;K). Let
H1(»);:::;HN(»);» 2 RL be the N supporting hyperplanes of D(fFg. (Note that
we can have more than one supporting hyperplane at ³i, and at most L supporting
hyperplanes.) So each » 2 D(fFg;K) satis¯es the inequality Hj(») · 0 for j =
1;:::;N. Let ¹ ° be de¯ned by (2.17). De¯ne
D(³1;:::;³M;K) = f» 2 RL; ¡K1 · » · log ¹ °; Hj(») · 0 for j = 1;:::;Ng:
(5.3)
Hence, D(³1;:::;³M;K) is a polytope which contains D(fFg;K). Thus
max
~ °2D(³1;:::;³M;K)
©w(e~ °) ¸ (5.4)
max
~ °2D(fFg;K)
©w(e~ °): (5.5)
Since ©w(e~ °) is strictly convex, the maximum in (5.4) is achieved only at the ex-
treme points of D(³1;:::;³M;K). The maximal solution can be found using a
12variant of a simplex algorithm [6]. More precisely, one starts at some extreme
point of » 2 D(³1;:::;³M;K). Replace the strictly convex function ©w(e~ °) by its
¯rst order Taylor expansion ª» at ». Then we ¯nd another extreme point ´ of
D(³1;:::;³M;K), such that ª»(´) > ª»(») = ©w(e»). Then we replace ©w(e~ °)
by its ¯rst order Taylor expansion ª´ at ´ and continue the algorithm. Our sec-
ond proposed algorithm for ¯nding an optimal ~ °? that maximizes (5.4) is given as
follows.
Algorithm 5.3
1. Choose an arbitrarily extreme point »0 2 D(³1;:::;³M;K).
2. Let ª»k(») = ©w(e»k) + (w ± (1 + e»k)¡1 ± e»k)
>
(» ¡ »k). Solve the linear
program max» ª»k(») subject to » 2 D(³1;:::;³M;K) using the simplex algo-
rithm in [6] by ¯nding an extreme point »k+1 of D(³1;:::;³M;K), such that
ª»k(»k+1) > ª»k(»k) = ©w(e»k).
3. Compute pk = P(e»k+1). If pk 2 [0; ¹ p], compute a = (a1;:::;aL)> =
rp©w(°(pk)). If a satis¯es the conditions (3.3) for p? = pk, then pk is
the output. Otherwise, go to Step 2 using ª»k+1(»).
As in the previous section, it would be useful to consider the following related
maximal problem:
max
~ °2D(³1;:::;³M;K)
w>~ °: (5.6)
This problem given by (5.6) is a standard linear program, which can be solved
in polynomial time by the classical ellipsoid algorithm [10]. Our third proposed
algorithm for ¯nding an optimal ~ °? that maximizes (5.6) is given as follows.
Algorithm 5.4
1. Solve the linear program max~ ° w>~ ° subject to ~ ° 2 D(³1;:::;³M;K) using the
ellipsoid algorithm in [10].
2. Compute p = P(e~ °). If p 2 [0; ¹ p], then p is the output. Otherwise, project p
onto [0; ¹ p].
We note that ~ ° 2 D(³1;:::;³M;K) in Algorithm 5.4 can be replaced by the
set of supporting hyperplane D( ~ F;K) = f~ ° 2 ½(diag(e~ °) ~ F) · 1; ~ ° ¸ ¡K1g
(extending (4.6)) or, if L ¸ 3 and w satis¯es the conditions (6.6), D(F;K) = f~ ° 2
½(diag(e~ °)F) · 1; ~ ° ¸ ¡K1g based on the relaxed maximal problems in Section
4. Then Theorem 4.5 and 4.6 quantify the closed-form solution ~ ° computed by
Algorithm 5.4.
We conclude this section by showing how to compute the supporting hyperplanes
Hj;j = 1;:::;N, which de¯ne D(³1;:::;³M;K). To do that, we give a characteri-
zation of supporting hyperlanes of D(fFg) at a boundary point ³ 2 @D(fFg).
Theorem 5.5 Let ¹ p = (¹ p1;::: ¹ pL)> > 0 be given. Consider the convex set
(5.1). Let ³ be a boundary point of @D(fFg). Then ³ = log°(p), where 0 ·
p = (p1;:::;pL)> · ¹ p. The set B := fl 2 hLi; pl = ¹ plg is nonempty. For each
Bl = (F + (1=¹ pl)ve>
l )) let Hl(») be de¯ned as in Theorem 6.2, where B = Bl and
´ = ³. Then Hl · 0, for l 2 B, are the supporting hyperplanes of D(fFg) at ³.
13Proof. Let p = P(e³). Theorem 2.3 implies the set B is nonempty. Further-
more, ½(e³Bl) = 1 if and only if pl = ¹ pl. Hence, ³ lies exactly at the intersection of
the hypersurfaces log½(e³Bl) = 0;l 2 B. Theorem 6.2 implies that the supporting
hyperplanes of D(fFg) at ³ are Hl(») · 0 for l 2 B. 2
We now show how to choose the boundary points ³1;:::;³M 2 @D(fFg) and
to compute the supporting hyperplanes of D(fFg) at each ³i. Let p = P(e¡K1) =
(p1;:::;pL)> be de¯ned as in Lemma 5.2. Choose Mi ¸ 2 equidistant points in each
interval [p
i; ¹ pi].
pji;i =
jip
i + (Mi ¡ ji)¹ pi
Mi
for ji = 1;:::;Mi; and i = 1;:::;L: (5.7)
Let
P = fpj1;:::;jL = (pj1;1;:::;pjL;L)>; min(¹ p1 ¡ pj1;1;:::; ¹ pL ¡ pjL;L) = 0g:
That is, pj1;:::;jL 2 P if and only pj1;:::;jL  ¹ p. Then
f³1;:::;³Mg = log°(P):
The supporting hyperplanes of D(fFg) at each ³i are given by Theorem 5.5.
6 Appendix: Friedland-Karlin results
In this section, we recall some results from [8] and state the extensions of these re-
sults, and then illustrate their applications in this paper. We ¯rst state the following
extension of [8, Theorem 3.1]:
Theorem 6.1 Let A 2 RL£L
+ be an irreducible matrix. Assume that x(A) =
(x1(A);:::;xL(A))>;y(A) = (y1(A);:::;yL(A))> > 0 are left and right Perron-
Frobenius eigenvectors of A, normalized such that x(A)±y(A) is a probability vector
Suppose ° is a nonnegative vector. Then
½(A)
Y
l
°
(x(A)±y(A))l
l · ½(diag(°)A): (6.1)
If ° is a positive vector then equality holds if and only if all °l are equal. Further-
more, for any positive vector z = (z1;:::;zL)>, the following inequality holds:
½(A) ·
L Y
l=1
µ
(Az)l
zl
¶(x(A)±y(A))l
: (6.2)
If A is an irreducible matrix with positive diagonal elements, then equality holds in
(6.2) if and only if z = tx(A) for some positive t.
Proof. Theorem 3.1 in [8] makes the following assumptions. First, in the in-
equality (6.1), it assumes that ° > 0. Second, in (6.2), it assumes that ½(A) = 1.
Third, the equality case in (6.2) for z > 0 is stated for a positive matrix A. We now
show how to deduce the stronger version of Theorem 3.1 claimed here.
14First, by using the continuity argument, we deduce the validity of (6.1) for any
° ¸ 0. Second, by replacing A by tA, where t > 0, we deduce that it is enough to
show (6.2) in the case ½(A) = 1.
Third, to deduce the equality case in (6.2) for z > 0, we need to examine the
proof of Lemma 3.2 in [8]. The proof of the Lemma 3.2 applies if the following con-
dition holds. For any sequence of probability vectors zi = (z1;i;:::;zL;i)>;i = 1;:::,
which converges to a probability vector ³ = (³1;:::;³L)>, where ³ has at least one
zero coordinate, the function
QL
l=1
³
(Az)l
zl
´(x(A)±y(A))l
tends to 1 on the sequence
zi;i = 1;:::. Assume that A = fl 2 hLi;³l = 0g. Note that the complement of A in
hLi, denoted by Ac is nonempty.
Since A = [aij] has positive diagonal entries, it follows that
(Az)l
zl ¸ all > 0 for
each l 2 hLi. Since A is irreducible, we deduce that there exist l 2 A and m 2 Ac
such that alm > 0. Hence, limi!1
(Azi)l
zl;i = 1. This shows that the unboundedness
condition holds.
2
The following result gives an interpretation of the inequality (6.1) in terms of
the supporting hyperplane of the convex function log½(e»B), where B 2 RL£L
+ is
irreducible and » 2 RL.
Theorem 6.2 Let B 2 RL£L
+ be an irreducible matrix. Let ´ = (´1;:::;´L)> 2
RL satisfy the condition ½(e´B) = 1. Denote A = e´B and assume that
x(A) = (x1(A);:::;xL(A))>;y(A) = (y1(A);:::;yL(A))> > 0 are left and right
Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors of A, normalized such that x(A)±y(A) is a probability
vector. Let
H(») =
L X
l=1
xl(A)yl(A)(»l ¡ ´l): (6.3)
Then H(») · 0 is the unique supporting hyperplane to the convex set log½(e»B) · 0
at » = ´.
Proof. Let » 2 RL. Then e»B = e»¡´A. Theorem 6.1 implies that H(») ·
log½(e»B). Thus, H(») · 0 if log½(e»B) · 0. Clearly, H(´) = 0. Hence, H(») · 0
is a supporting hyperplane of the convex set log½(e»B) · 0. Since the function
log½(e»B) is a smooth function of », it follows that H(») · 0 is unique. 2
We now give an application of (6.2) in Theorem 6.1.
Theorem 6.3 Let B 2 RL£L
+ be an irreducible matrix. Let ´ = (´1;:::;´L)> 2
RL. Let w = x(diag(e´)B) ± y(diag(e´)B) = (w1;:::;wL)> be a probability vector.
Then for any positive vector z = (z1;:::;zL)>
L X
l=1
wl log
zl
(Bz)l
· ¡log½(diag(e´)B) +
X
l=1
wl´l: (6.4)
If B has a positive diagonal, then equality holds if and only if z = tx(diag(e´)B)
for some t > 0.
15Proof. Let A = diag(e´)B. Then
L X
l=1
wl log
(Bz)l
zl
=
L X
l=1
wl log
(Az)l
zl
¡
X
l=1
wl´l:
Use (6.2) to deduce (6.4). The equality case follows from the equality case in (6.2).
2
We now study the following inverse problem.
Problem 6.4 Let B 2 RL£L
+ ;w 2 RL
+ be given irreducible matrix and pos-
itive probability vector, respectively. When does there exist ´ 2 RL such that
x(diag(e´)B) ± y(diag(e´)B) = w? If such ´ exists, when is it unique up to an
addition t1?
To solve the inverse problem, we recall Theorem 3.2 in [8].
Theorem 6.5 Let A 2 RL£L
+ ;u;v 2 RL
+ be given, where A is irreducible with
positive diagonal elements and u;v are positive. Then there exists D1;D2 2 RL£L
+
such that
D1AD2u = u; v>D1AD2 = v>; D1 = diag(f); D2 = diag(g) and f;g > 0: (6.5)
The pair (D1;D2) is unique to the change (tD1;t¡1D2) for any t > 0. There exist
´ 2 RL such that x(diag(e´B)) ± y(diag(e´B)) = w. Furthermore, ´ is unique up
to an addition t1.
Corollary 6.6 Let B 2 RL£L
+ ;w 2 RL
+ be given irreducible matrix with positive
diagonal elements and positive probability vector, respectively. Then there exists
´ 2 RL such that x(diag(e´)B) ± y(diag(e´)B) = w. Furthermore, ´ is unique up
to an addition of t1.
Proof. Let u = 1;v = w. Then there exists D1;D2 two diagonal matrices with
positive diagonal entries such that D1BD21 = 1;w>D1BD2 = w>. Consider the
matrix D2D1B = D2(D1BD2)D¡1
2 . It is straightforward to see that x(D2D1B) ±
y(D2D1B) = w. Hence, ´ is the unique solution of diag(e´) = D2D1.
Assume that ³ 2 RL satis¯es x(diag(e³)B) ± y(diag(e³)B) = w. By considering
~ ³ = ³ + t1, we may assume that ½(diag(e³)B) = 1. Let D4 = diag(x(diag(e³)B).
Then (D¡1
4 diag(e³)BD4)1 = 1. Let D3 = D¡1
4 diag(e³). Hence, y(D3BD4) = w.
In view of Theorem 6.5, diag(e³) = D4D3 = D2D1 = diag(e´). 2
Unfortunately, the matrix F de¯ned in (2.2) have zero diagonal entries and
positive o®-diagonal entries. For L = 2, it is easy to show that x(F)±y(F) = (1
2; 1
2)>.
In particular, for L = 2, Problem 6.4 is not solvable for w 6= (1
2; 1
2)>. Similarly, given
positive u;v 2 R2 such that u ± v 6= t(1;1) for any positive t, (6.5) does not hold
for A = F. For L ¸ 3, the situation is di®erent.
Theorem 6.7 Let L ¸ 3;A 2 RL£L
+ ;u = (u1;:::;uL)>;v = (v1;:::;vL)> 2 RL
+
be given, where A is a matrix with zero diagonal entries and positive o®-diagonal
16elements, and u;v are positive. Assume that w = u ± v is a probability vector
satisfying the condition
X
j2hLinflg
wj > wl for all l 2 hLi: (6.6)
Then there exists D1;D2 2 RL£L
+ such that (6.5) holds.
Proof. Let Ai = A+ 1
iI;i = 1;:::, where I is the L£L identity matrix. Theorem
6.5 implies
Bi = D1;iAiD2;i; D1;i = diag(fi); D2;i = diag(gi); Biu = u; v>Bi = v>;
fi = (f1;i;:::;fL;i)>; wi = (g1;i;:::;gL;i)>; si = max
j2hLi
fj;i = max
j2hLi
gj;i; i = 1;::::
Note that each entry of Bi is bounded by
maxj uj
minj uj . By passing to the subsequence
Bik;fik;gik;1 · i1 < i2 < :::, we can assume that the ¯rst subsequence converges
to B, and the last two subsequence converge in generalized sense:
lim
k!1
Bik = B = [bjl] 2 RL£L
+ ; lim
k!1
fik = f = (f1;:::;fL)>; lim
k!1
gij = g = (g1;:::;gL)>;
fj;gj 2 [0;1];j = 1;:::;L; lim
k!1
sik = s = max
j2hLi
fj = max
j2hLi
gj 2 [0;1]:
Note that
Bu = u; v>B = v>: (6.7)
Assume ¯rst that s < 1. Then B = diag(f)Adiag(g). In view of (6.7), f±g > 0.
This proves the theorem in this case.
Assume now that s = 1. Let
F1 = fj 2 hLi; fj = 1g; F+ = fj 2 hLi; fj 2 (0;1);g F0 = fj 2 hLi; fj = 0g;
G1 = fj 2 hLi; gj = 1g; G+ = fj 2 hLi; gj 2 (0;1);g G0 = fj 2 hLi; gj = 0g:
Since o®-diagonal entries of A are positive, and B 2 RL£L
+ it follows that F1 =
G1 = flg for some l 2 hLi. Furthermore, F+ = G+ = ;. So F0 = G0 = hLinflg.
Assume ¯rst that l = 1. Then the principal submatrix [bjl]L
j=l=2 is zero. (6.7) yields
that
bj1 =
uj
u1
; b1j =
vj
v1
for j = 2;:::;L; b11u1v1 +
L X
j=2
ujvj = u1v1:
Since b11 ¸ 0, the above last equality contradicts the condition (6.6) for l = 1.
Similar argument implies the impossibility of F1 = G1 = flg for any l ¸ 2. Hence,
s < 1 and we conclude the theorem. 2
We do not know whether, under the conditions of Theorem 6.7, the diagonal ma-
trices (D1;D2) are unique up to the transformation (tD1;t¡1D2). We now generalize
the above theorem.
Theorem 6.8 Let
L ¸ 3; A = [ajl]L
j=l=1 2 RL£L
+ ; 0 < u = (u1;:::;uL)>; v = (v1;:::;vL)> 2 RL
+
17be given. Assume that A has positive o®-diagonal elements, and w = u ± v is a
probability vector satisfying the condition
X
j2hLinflg
wj > wl (6.8)
for each l such that all = 0. Then there exists D1;D2 2 RL£L
+ such that (6.5) holds.
Proof. In view of Theorems 6.5 and 6.7, it is enough to assume that A has pos-
itive and zero diagonal entries. Apply the proof of Theorem 6.7 and the following
observation. If F1 = G1 = flg then all = 0. 2
Corollary 6.9 Let B = [bjl]L
j=l=1 2 RL£L
+ ;w 2 RL
+ be given matrix with positive
o®-diagonal elements and a positive probability vector, respectively. Assume that
L ¸ 3 and w satis¯es the conditions (6.8) for each l such that bll = 0. Then there
exists ´ 2 RL such that x(diag(e´)B) ± y(diag(e´)B) = w.
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